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Introduction and Overview 
Badlands is a card-based party game with similar mechanics to Cards Against Humanity and Bucket of 
Doom.  

Badlands is based on the story-telling and voting mechanics of gaming. 

Storytelling involves the use of conceptual, written, or pictorial stimuli that players must incorporate into the 
story of their creation. 

A problem that I found with Cards Against Humanity, although incredibly entertaining and successful, is that 
eventually, people will see most, if not every answer and every question/scenario combination. This can 
result in the game becoming very dry and predictable very quickly. 

By integrating the storytelling element of Bucket of Doom, I sought to resolve this issue as each scenario and 
object combination in Badlands is unique, making no two games the same. 

This extends the life and playability of the game without it becoming too dry too quickly. 

Theme and Setting 
The game is set around the themes of humour in a post-apocalyptic setting, as well as integrating themes of 
survival. 

The game’s setting is a post-apocalyptic future where one must survive the many dangers they face. 
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Story and Narrative 
“You’re a survivor of the Apocalypse and all you have is a backpack full of random objects. Using your wit 

and creativity, you must use these objects to navigate the many perils and dangers you will face” 

Rules and How To Play 

- The players (3-8) draw 5 white “object” cards, each with an object written on it 

- The player with the largest thumb will be the first to draw a black “scenario” card and be the chieftain, 
they will then read out the scenario written on it 

- Each player then chooses one of their object cards from their hand and places it face down in front of them 

- After everyone has chosen their cards, they will then take turns, starting from the LEFT of the Chieftain to 
explain how they will use their object to escape the scenario 

- The chieftain will choose their favorite answer, and that player gets to discard their object, while everyone 
else replaces their objects 

- The game continues with the person to the RIGHT of the Chieftain reading the next scenario card 

- The game ends once someone has gotten rid of all of their cards 

The base rules of the game dictate that each player has 30 seconds to explain how they will use their object, 
but the game will include a timer that can be adjusted in 15 second increments up to 1:30 and down to 15 
seconds, after which it can be adjusted in 1 second increments down to 1 second. 

There is also flexibility in how many objects a player can use to get out of their scenario as well as how 
many cards each player starts with. 
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Player Experience 
Badland’s 3 act structure consists of the following: 

Act I: The players sit down, the rules of the game are explained and each player is given their object cards 

Act II: This Act begins when the first Chieftain is elected and the first scenario is drawn and read, this act 
continues until at least one of the players has only one object card left 

Act III: This Act begins once at least one of the players has only one card left. There’s a chance that they 
aren’t able to create a good/humorous enough story with their object card so they may have to draw a 
replacement card, or they may be able to get rid of their card, thus concluding the game. 

Playtesting 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGo5qhJHE5Q

A play test session was conducted recently over Discord. 

For the play test session, several dozen objects were written on a document as well as 18 scenarios 

The game translated easily to an over voice chat version, by sending each player their object cards via direct 
message, sending them a new card each time they lost a round and direct messaging the Chieftain their 
scenario cards to read 

All players said that they enjoyed the experience and would indeed play the game if it were made available 
to them as a physical deck 

The only criticism was lack of variety in scenarios, which was merely an artifact of the scenarios not being 
shuffled and choosing to end the play testing session after 5 rounds for the interest of time. 

The game didn’t have to go through many iterations except for the simplification of rules so they could be 
explained concisely 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGo5qhJHE5Q
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Design 
The cards are based on the simplicity of Cards Against Humanity, with simply only text on the front and logo 
at the back 

The object cards are white and Scenario cards are black so they can be easily differentiated 

The cards and logo also use the “Impact” font, as this is the font that is most used in internet memes to align 
to the humorous nature of the game 

The logo is simple and contrasty, using a yellow triangle and gas mask to adding to the apocalyptic setting of 
the game 
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Conclusion 

As a game concept, Badlands is very simple in its nature. 

This is a strong contributor to its playability, as most people will be able to understand and comprehend the 
game very quickly. 

As the game is very simple in its physicality as well, the game could be published independently through 
Kickstarter, as the only things that would have to be mass produced is the cards, packaging and perhaps a 
timer. 

From play testing and describing the game to people, many have said that they would be willing to purchase 
and play if the game were made available to them. 
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Playtesting Sheet 
OBJECT CARDS


- A toothpick

- A bra with no cups

- A broken phone

- A pair of headphones, but only the left one works

- A houseplant

- A pair of socks

- A picture of Samuel L. Jackson

- An iPod with only ABBA’s greatest hits

- A laptop only with access to WikiHow

- Children’s sunglasses

- A Kinder Surprise

- Off milk

- An expired gift card

- A toy lightsaber

- A cardboard cutout of Mark Hamill

- A very out of tune guitar

- A parrot with dyslexia

- A brick thats too heavy to lift

- A ring thats too big for your finger

- A candle with no wick

- A mirror that only shows your back

- A mug

- Connect 4

- A recliner

- A lawnmower with no fuel

- A brick mailbox

- A wheelbarrow with a flat tyre

- A coaster

- A power brick with the wrong country outlet

- A USB cable that doesn’t fit into anything

- A shoe thats full of pebbles

- A doorknob

- A 1/4” thread screw

- A dog collar

- A mug with no bottom 
- Stale potato chips

- A single step from a set of stairs

- A handrail 
- A vase

- Shrek 2 on DVD

- A doorbell

- The original Spy Kids trilogy, but with only Spy Kids 3D

- A rose

- A packet of stale tiny teddies

- A single window with blinds

- Monopoly with most of the money missing

- A Wilson brand volleyball

- A gimp suit

- A balloon dog

- Someone’s thumbs

- A Netflix subscription

- The Spongebob Movie game for PC

-
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SCENARIOS


1) A warlord accuses you of sleeping with his daughter and is about to execute you, what do you 
do?


2) A pack of mutant wolves has surrounded you, what do you do?

3) You’ve been poisoned and you find help at a local tribe, only problem is you have to barter for 

the cure

4) Your dick has fallen off, what do you replace it with and why is it better?

5) You have killed a local tribes deity, what do you replace it with and what do you say to 

convince them its better

6) You’ve been trapped by the Hunters of the Plains, what do you use to escape?

7) You have the opportunity to marry into a local warlords family, what object do you use to 

prove your worth and how?

8) You are running out of supplies and you’ve spotted a guarded supply bus, what do you use to 

steal the supplies and how?

9) You’ve been thrown into a gladiator ring, what do you fight with and how?

10) You’re lonely and isolated, and you need a companion, what item is best companion and 

why?

11) You need to make shelter for the freezing night ahead, what are you using?

12) A bad tweet of yours has re-surfaced on apocalypse twitter, what object do you use to 

uncancel yourself

13) You need to arm your vehicle to travel across dangerous lands, what item do you use

14) You’ve been terribly wounded, how do you patch yourself up

15) Mutant leeches are about to suck you dry, how do you get rid of them

16) You have to send an important message to a tribe far away, what do you use to send it and 

how?

17) Your friend has slipped into a coma, how do you wake them up?


